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Highlights: 7 

x Development of an optimized proteomic processing method to maximize yield of 8 

genetically variant peptides  9 

x Genetically variant peptide analysis of single scalp hairs 10 

x Discovery of genetically variant peptides 11 

 12 

Abstract: 13 

The use of hair evidence for human identification is undergoing considerable improvement through the 14 

adoption of proteomic genotyping. Unlike traditional microscopic comparisons, protein sequencing 15 

provides quantitative and empirically based estimates for random match probability. Non-synonymous 16 

SNPs are translated as single amino acid polymorphisms and result in genetically variant peptides. Using 17 

high resolution mass spectrometry, these peptides can be detected in hair shaft proteins and used to 18 

infer the genotypes of corresponding SNP alleles. We describe experiments to optimize the proteomic 19 

genotyping approach to individual identification from a single human scalp hair 2 cm in length (~100 μg). 20 

This is a necessary step to develop a protocol that will be useful to forensic investigators. To increase 21 

peptide yield from hair, and to maximize genetically variant peptide and ancestral information, we 22 

examined the conditions for reduction, alkylation, and protein digestion that specifically address the 23 
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distinctive chemistry of the hair shaft. Results indicate that optimal conditions for proteomic analysis of 24 

a single human hair include 6 hrs of reduction with 100 mM dithiothreitol at room temperature, 25 

alkylation with 200 mM iodoacetamide for 45 min, and 6 hrs of digestion with two 1:50 26 

(enzyme:protein) additions of stabilized trypsin at room temperature, with stirring incorporated into all 27 

three steps. Our final conditions using optimized temperatures and incubation times increased the 28 

average number of genetically variant peptides from 20 ± 5 to 73 ± 5 (p = 1 x 10-13), excluding intractable 29 

hair samples. Random match probabilities reached up to 1 in 620 million from a single hair with a 30 

median value of 1 in 1.1 million, compared to a maximum random match probability of 1 in 1380 and a 31 

median value of 1 in 24 for the original hair protein extraction method. Ancestral information was also 32 

present in the data. While the number of genetically variant peptides detected were equivalent for both 33 

European and African subjects, the estimated random match probabilities for inferred genotypes of 34 

European subjects were considerably smaller in African reference populations and vice versa, resulting 35 

in a difference in likelihood ratios of 6.8 orders of magnitude. This research will assure uniformity in 36 

results across different biogeographic backgrounds and enhance the use of novel peptide analysis in 37 

forensic science by helping to optimize genetically variant peptide yields and discovery. This work also 38 

introduces two algorithms, GVP Finder and GVP Scout, which facilitate searches, calculate random 39 

match probabilities, and aid in discovery of genetically variant peptides.  40 

 41 

Abbreviations: ABC, ammonium bicarbonate; DTE, dithioerythritol; DTT, dithiothreitol; GVP, genetically 42 

variant peptide; IA, iodoacetamide; KAP, keratin-associated protein; MAF, minor allele frequency; RMP, 43 

random match probability; RMT, reductively methylated trypsin; SD, sodium dodecanoate; SNP, single 44 

nucleotide polymorphism; TFA, trifluoroacetic acid. 45 

 46 
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 49 

1. Introduction 50 

Hair is a ubiquitous biological material that is shed from the human body at a rate of about 51 

100 to 150 scalp hair shafts per day [1]. Because hair is a complex biological material, it contains 52 

information that can potentially be exploited to provide a link between an individual and a location 53 

[2-4]. Forensic hair analysis for identification of individuals, ancestry and species has historically 54 

been conducted using morphologic hair comparison, which is now considered controversial [5-12]. 55 

Hair shaft protein was recently demonstrated to be a carrier of genetic information in the form of 56 

genetically variant peptides (GVPs) [13]. These peptides contain single amino acid polymorphisms, 57 

the result of non-synonymous SNPs. Detection of these peptides allows for the inference of the 58 

corresponding SNP genotypes [13]. Like any DNA genotype, these can be used to estimate random 59 

match probability (RMP) and to statistically associate an individual with a given hair shaft [13]. 60 

However, in order to be useful to the forensic science community, several technical issues must be 61 

addressed. Primary among these is the need to obtain forensically relevant RMPs from a single 62 

human hair [2, 13-16].  63 

Hair is a challenging substrate. The bulk of hair consists of highly structured keratin 64 

intermediate filaments that are stabilized by a range of covalent bonds that result in a physically 65 

robust and chemically resistant tissue [17-19]. These covalent bonds consist of isopeptide bonds, 66 

the result of transglutaminase reactions, and particularly high levels of disulfide bonds. Keratins and 67 

particularly keratin-associated proteins (KAPs) are cysteine-rich, resulting in a highly cross-linked 68 

tissue matrix [18, 20]. Hair remains an underutilized forensic substrate that contains important 69 
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biological information from mitochondrial and fragmented nuclear DNA, proteins, and other, small 70 

molecules. Any protocol development would need to balance the chemical fragility of the target 71 

molecule against the conditions required to thoroughly decontaminate the hair surface or open up 72 

the hair matrix for proteolytic release of internal biomolecules. An ideal processing protocol would 73 

efficiently and consistently release informative molecules from the matrix with minimal 74 

introduction of analytical biases, regardless of hair biology or human behavior. The starting point 75 

for any such protocol should be based on the biochemical and biophysical nature of the hair shaft. 76 

This project is a systematic evaluation of chemical treatments of hair shafts from the scalp 77 

to maximize the proteomic yield of GVPs using subjects of European or African ancestry. Present 78 

work reaches a counter-intuitive finding that milder conditions result in maximal detection and 79 

identification of target GVPs. A significant increase in the amount of DTT reductant, up to 100 mM, 80 

maintains the gentle conditions while also opening up the keratin matrix to increase the release of 81 

peptides from keratin-associated and other proteins. These optimizations, when applied to single 82 

hairs, increase proteolytic release of KAPs and detection of GVPs. A single 2 cm hair shaft resulted in 83 

detection of up to 80 GVPs with an RMP of up to 1 in 620 million, a three-fold increase of GVP 84 

detection and an average increase in RMP of 4 orders of magnitude compared to earlier findings. 85 

Tools have also been developed to more efficiently identify and discover GVPs in proteomic data 86 

and are hereby made available to the forensic community. 87 

 88 

2. Materials and Methods 89 

2.1 Hair Collection and Preparation 90 

 Reference hair and matching DNA were collected from 3 self-described African subjects 91 

(XXXXXX) and 3 self-described European subjects (XXXXXX) using IRB compliant protocols (IRB# XXXXXX). 92 
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Only two biogeographic groups were studied in this work to demonstrate a proof of concept of the 93 

work. These two groups were chosen to represent the two largest demographic groups in the United 94 

States. The average length of hair on the head before cutting was 10 cm. Hair roots were purposefully 95 

excluded from the processing. Hairs were collected by cutting a few inches inward from the distal end. 96 

Hair shafts were either weighed to give 4 mg of hair per subject per replicate, or cut to 2 cm in length 97 

with no regard to distal or proximal orientation.  98 

 All hair shafts were washed three times in 1 mL of 2% (w/v) sodium dodecanoate (SD) (Sigma-99 

Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate (ABC) (Honeywell, Muskegon, MI) to minimize 100 

contamination from exogenous materials, such as environmental epidermal corneocytes. Samples were 101 

vortexed for 10 sec with each wash, and the wash eluent was discarded. For single hair analysis, a 2 cm 102 

length was cut into 10 separate 2 mm segments and placed in a protein LoBind tube (Eppendorf, 103 

Hamburg, Germany) with the entire hair shaft submerged in solution. Hair samples of 4 mg were left 104 

intact and not cut into segments. All reagent solutions were passed through solid-phase extraction 105 

filtration with the exception of the reductively methylated trypsin (RMT) [21] and SD, as these would 106 

bind to the stationary phase of the cartridge. This step was applied to minimize contamination by 107 

exogenous organic material.  108 

 109 

2.2 Chemical Processing Optimization 110 

The starting chemistry for proteomic processing of human hair was obtained from an NCJRS 111 

report [22] and related publications [23, 24]. This method, referred to as the original processing method, 112 

employed overnight incubation at a high temperature for disulfide reduction and 3 days of digestion. In 113 

this method, 400 μL of a solution of 2% SD + 50 mM ABC and 50 mM dithioerythritol (DTE) (Sigma-114 

Aldrich, St Louis, MO) was added to the LoBind tube with 4 mg of prepared hair. A cleaned magnetic stir 115 

flea (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to the tube and stirred at medium speed for 1 hr at room temperature 116 
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before incubation in an oven with no agitation at 70°C for 18 hrs. Samples were again stirred at medium 117 

speed at room temperature for 1 hr. Free thiols were alkylated with the addition of iodoacetamide (IA) 118 

(Sigma-Aldrich) to give a final concentration of 100 mM. The hair-containing solution was stirred in the 119 

dark for 45 min. The sample was then acidified (pH ~2) with 8 μL of trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) 120 

(ThermoFisher, Chicago, IL) to precipitate the detergent. Detergent extraction was achieved using three 121 

consecutive additions of 700 μL ethyl acetate (Sigma-Aldrich). For each extraction, the sample was 122 

vortexed and then centrifuged for 3 min at 14000 relative centrifugal force (rcf). The organic (upper) 123 

phase was removed by pipetting with care not to disturb the interphase containing denatured protein 124 

and/or fragmented hair. The pH was then adjusted to ~8 using 2.5 μL of ammonium hydroxide (Fisher 125 

Scientific) and 25 μL of 1 M ABC. Three 1:50 (enzyme:protein) additions of RMT were added to the 126 

sample, with one addition per day for three days [21]. Digests were then centrifuged at 14000 rcf for 15 127 

min, and the supernatant was collected for mass spectral analysis. The only modifications to this 128 

protocol were made during the final optimization comparison, where the volume of reagents was 129 

reduced by 75%, for a final volume of ~160 µL, and 2 cm of a hair shaft was used instead of 4 mg. 130 

The resulting chemistry for proteomic processing of human hair, referred to as the optimized 131 

processing method, employs a 14 hr protocol. In this method, 100 μL of a solution of 2% SD + 50 mM 132 

ABC + 100 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) was added to each LoBind tube with 2 cm 133 

of prepared and cut hair. A cleaned magnetic stir flea was added to the tube and stirred at medium 134 

speed for 6 hrs at room temperature. Free thiols were then alkylated with the addition of IA to a final 135 

concentration of 200 mM, and the solution was stirred in the dark for 45 min. The sample was then 136 

acidified to a pH of ~2 using 2 μL of TFA to precipitate the detergent. Detergent extraction was achieved 137 

using three consecutive additions of 175 μL of EtOAc. For each extraction, the sample was vortexed and 138 

then centrifuged for 3 min at 14000 rcf to minimize the interphase containing denatured protein and/or 139 

fragmented hair before pipetting off the upper organic phase. The pH was then adjusted to ~8 using 6.3 140 
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μL of 1 M ABC and 0.6 μL of ammonium hydroxide. Two 1:50 (enzyme:protein) additions of RMT were 141 

added to the sample, with one addition every 3 hrs, for a total digestion time of 6 hrs. Digests were then 142 

centrifuged at 14000 rcf for 15 min, and the supernatant was collected for mass spectral analysis.  143 

 144 

2.3 Peptide Quantification 145 

 Digestion efficiency was quantified by reaction of insoluble protein with ninhydrin after 146 

hydrolysis with 10% sulfuric acid [25, 26]. Samples were analyzed based on A570 and compared to a 147 

standard curve of hydrolyzed bovine serum albumin. The percentage (w/w) of hair that was in the 148 

insoluble fraction was then calculated using the mass of the insoluble pellet divided by the total hair 149 

mass, which was usually 4 mg for initial experiments. Before instrumental analysis, solubilized tryptic 150 

peptides were quantified using the Pierce™ Quantitative Fluorometric Peptide Assay (ThermoFisher) 151 

after 1:10 dilution. Fluorescence was measured using a Synergy H1 hybrid multi-mode reader (BioTek, 152 

Winooski, VT).  153 

 154 

2.4 Data Acquisition 155 

Samples were analyzed using a ThermoScientific Q-Exactive Plus Orbitrap mass spectrometer 156 

with built in Proxeon nanospray and Proxeon Easy-nLC II HPLC. A sample (10 μL) containing 0.75 μg of 157 

digested peptide material was loaded on a 100 μm × 25 mm Magic C18 100 Å 5 U reverse phase trap, 158 

desalted online and separated over 140 min gradient using a 75 μm × 150 mm Magic C18 200 Å 3 U 159 

reverse phase column at 300 nL/min flow rate [27]. The solvent gradient for the elution of peptides 160 

began with 5% acetonitrile (ACN) and increased linearly to 20% ACN at 92 minutes, 32% ACN at 112 161 

minutes, and 80% ACN at 119 minutes. The 80% ACN solvent ratio was maintained for 10 minutes, 162 

reduced to 5% at 130 minutes, and held for 10 minutes. MS survey was conducted at the m/z range of 163 

350-1600, and the 15 most abundant ions from the spectra were subjected to higher-energy C-trap 164 
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dissociation (HCD) to fragment the precursor peptides and obtain MS/MS spectra [28]. Precursor ions 165 

selected in a 1.6 m/z isolation mass window were fragmented via 27% normalized collision energy. A 20 166 

s duration was used for dynamic exclusion. 167 

 168 

2.5 Data Analysis 169 

Raw data files were converted into mzML format using MsConvert GUI software (Proteowizard 170 

2.1, http://proteowizard.sourceforge.net). Files were converted using numpress linear compression and 171 

numpress short logged float compression along with peak picking with vendor algorithm for all mass 172 

spectrometry levels. These mzML files were then analyzed using GPM Fury software (X!Tandem Alanine 173 

(2016.10.15.2)) using the advanced search option. Default search settings were chosen except for 174 

exclusion of prokaryotes and viruses in the taxon heading, peptide and protein log(e) score minimum of 175 

-1 and -1 respectively, fragment mass error of 20 ppm, parent mass error of ± 100 ppm, and inclusion of 176 

point mutations under the refinement specification heading [27]. Post-search filtering based on specific 177 

transition levels was manually applied to GVP spectra to account for broad mass error filtering. The 178 

output from X!Tandem in the Global Proteome Machine environment included the annotation of single 179 

amino acid variants, that were genetic or chemical in origin. These annotations form the basis of 180 

subsequent analyses of GVP discovery, detection and post-translational modifications.  181 

A spreadsheet, termed GVP Finder (v1.1), was created to search for GVPs and calculate random 182 

match probabilities (RMPs). This spreadsheet can be obtained from the resources menu of XXXXXX. In 183 

short, previously identified GVPs were searched for by exporting each sample peptide spreadsheet in 184 

the GPM Fury software and then were bioinformatically extracted from the list of total identified 185 

peptide spectral matches. These GVPs were prescreened to eliminate those that were not unique, 186 

defined as sharing the amino acid sequence from another gene product in the human proteome 187 

including variants. Unique sequences that correspond to GVPs were searched for, along with chemical 188 
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modifications or single amino acid polymorphisms. False positive rates, due to errors in peptide spectral 189 

matching or errors in software or spreadsheet analysis, were not able to be measured when used in 190 

isolation. GVP detection required subsequent validation through DNA genotyping of matching DNA 191 

samples. Genotypic frequencies from the European and African reference populations of the 1000 192 

Genomes Consortium were consulted to calculate RMP [29]. When combining datasets from three 193 

biological replicates of a sample, presence of a GVP was determined by detection in any of the datasets, 194 

with no additional weighting for the second identification. RMPs from combined datasets are reported 195 

as averaged and not a cumulative probability with higher discrimination.  196 

 197 

2.6 Calculation of Random Match Probability 198 

RMP was calculated using the product rule [13, 30] with genotypic frequencies from the 1000 199 

Genomes Project (https://www.internationalgenome.org) from five populations; African, European, East 200 

Asian, South Asian, and American [29]. Complete linkage for GVPs shared within an open reading frame 201 

was assumed as well as no linkage between open reading frames of different genes. For GVPs that were 202 

determined to be genetically linked within an open reading frame, a cumulative genotypic frequency 203 

was estimated using summation of all potential diplotype combinations. Sensitivity was calculated as the 204 

true positive rate divided by the sum of true positives and false negatives. Homozygosity was not 205 

assumed when only one allele was detected from a locus. Instead, the estimated genotype frequency 206 

(gfp = p2 + 2pq) from the reference population was substituted [27]. To avoid a null value, each 207 

genotypic frequency was expressed as (x + ½)/(n + 1), where x is the number of individuals with a given 208 

SNP, or combination of SNPs, in the sample population [31, 32].  209 

 210 

2.7 Genetic Validation of Variant Peptides 211 
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Matching genomic DNA was extracted from buccal cells and saliva obtained from a mouthwash 212 

and isolated using Gentra Puregene Tissue Kit from Qiagen Inc. (European samples) or from buffy coat 213 

using an in-house phenol/chloroform protocol by Sorenson Forensics LLC, Salt Lake City, UT (African 214 

samples). Exome sequencing data obtained using the DNA Technologies core and Bioinformatics core 215 

facilities in the Genome Center at the University of California, Davis [27]. Barcode-indexed sequencing 216 

libraries were generated from genomic DNA samples (1000 ng) sheared on an E220 Focused 217 

Ultrasonicator (Covaris, Woburn, MA). The sonicated DNA was size selected with KAPA Pure beads to 218 

obtain fragments of about 300bp. Size selected DNA (30 ng) were used for library preparations with the 219 

KAPA Hyper DNA library kit, according to the manufacturer's instructions. Ten cycles of PCR were 220 

conducted to amplify the libraries. Each library (500 ng) was pooled for exome capture using the IDT 221 

xGen® hybridization capture protocol according to the manufacturer's instructions. Seven cycles of PCR 222 

were conducted to amplify the library that was analyzed with a Bioanalyzer 2100 instrument (Agilent, 223 

Santa Clara, CA), quantified by fluorometry on a Qubit instrument (LifeTechnologies, Carlsbad, CA), and 224 

combined in two pools at equimolar ratios. The pools were quantified by qPCR with a Kapa Library 225 

Quant kit (Kapa Biosystems-Roche) and each pool was sequenced on one lane of an Illumina Nova Seq 226 

(Illumina, San Diego, CA) with paired-end 150 bp reads. Raw Illumina paired-end 151 bp reads were first 227 

subjected to quality control. Adapters were removed from the sequencing reads using scythe 228 

(https://github.com/vsbuffalo/scythe, version 0.994 beta). Base quality was controlled using a window-229 

based method, sickle (https://github.com/najoshi/sickle, version 1.33), with the cutoff set at 30. Reads 230 

less than 30 bp in length were discarded. Reads that passed the quality control were mapped to hg19 231 

reference genome using parameter -M for downstream analysis compatibility [33]. PCR duplicates were 232 

removed using Picard tools (http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/, version 2.18.4). Variants were 233 

identified using HaplotypeCaller function in GATK (version 4.0.5.2), followed by variant recalibration 234 
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using the recommendations from GATK developers [34]. Genotypes for the six subjects used in this 235 

research are available in Table S1. 236 

 237 

2.8 Discovery of New Genetically Variant Peptides 238 

A spreadsheet, termed GVP Scout (v1.1), was created to search for putative GVPs in proteomic 239 

datasets. This spreadsheet can be obtained from the resources menu of XXXXXX. In short, identified 240 

single amino acid variants from GPM software were screened and variant peptides with matching 241 

common (>0.5% global minor allele frequency) putative non-synonymous SNP alleles were identified 242 

and subsequently filtered manually based on exclusionary characteristics such as unique sequence, 243 

minor allele frequency, and mass shift. To prevent the inclusion of peptide with more than one genomic 244 

address, all peptide sequences were submitted to PROWL (prowl.rockefeller.edu/prowl/proteininfo) and 245 

searched against the IPI human (2010-02- 01) database. Peptides with no match or represented by a 246 

single point in the genome were considered unique and included in the study.  247 

The putative list of GVPs was assembled based on hair proteomes using samples from the six 248 

individuals in this manuscript (Table S2). Putative GVPs were not held to stringent quality standards and 249 

were confirmed using matching the mass spectral data. Transitions ideally flanked the single amino acid 250 

variant in question. The quality of the whole spectrum was also assessed. However, proteomes that 251 

differed based on the processing or analysis methods contained different members in the detected 252 

protein population that introduced additional GVPs with MAF > 0.5%. Putative GVPs that were identified 253 

in this manner underwent further standards of confirmation steps such as ensuring that the tryptic 254 

sequence was unique, the RSID corresponded to a missense mutation, and the mass shift was not due to 255 

a chemical modification. Resulting candidate GVPs underwent additional screening via DNA genotyping 256 

to become a validated GVP. 257 

 258 
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2.9 Data Reporting and Availability 259 

African hair sample A1 (D1.0007) was left out of most calculations and was considered an 260 

outlier, due to its chemical intractability. Therefore, results which are reported for African samples only 261 

are reported as X ± Y, where X is the average and Y is the variance. All other error values (Y) are reported 262 

as standard deviation. Reported P-values also exclude the intractable hair sample. All RAW data files and 263 

spreadsheets of detected peptides and proteins from hair digests mentioned in this work, including from 264 

the supplemental section, are publicly available on ProteomeXchange (PDX016155) [35]. The folder also 265 

includes post-analysis using Global Proteome Machine, such as peptide and protein spreadsheets. See 266 

Table S3 for a complete list of data available. 267 

 268 

3. Results 269 

 270 

3.1 Time and Temperature of Reduction with Detergent Treatment 271 

 Since proteins undergo chemical modifications when treated with high temperature for long 272 

time periods [36], the first optimized parameters for proteomic processing were the duration and 273 

temperature for disulfide reduction that was conducted in the presence of detergent. For this 274 

experiment, hair samples were reduced for 18 h with 50 mM dithioerythritol (DTE) without agitation at 275 

either room temperature or in an oven at 70°C before three days of digestion. Hair processing was 276 

assessed by quantification of the trypsin-insoluble material using ninhydrin as well as proteomic 277 

analysis. An initial prediction would be that increased solubilization of hair matrix would result in 278 

increased release, and subsequent detection, of hair shaft peptides. Indeed, lower incubation 279 

temperatures resulted in more insoluble material (Figure 1A, S1). Insolubility was especially evident with 280 

the African hair sample that exhibited only 35% ± 7% solubilization (65% insoluble material) relative to 281 

67% ± 1% solubilization (33% insoluble material) when treated at 70⁰C (p = 0.03, Figure 1A). However, 282 
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the number of unique peptides actually improved under lower temperatures, increasing from 1840 ± 283 

260 to 2570 ± 60 (p = 0.02) (Figure 1C). This apparent contradiction indicated that solubilization alone is 284 

not a reliable indicator of peptide release and identification from the hair matrix. An insight into the 285 

chemical mechanisms at play in the heated sample was provided by deamidation data. Reduction at 286 

room temperature decreased the deamidation ratio, defined as the number of peptides containing 287 

deamidation divided by the total number of peptides, from 0.19 ± 0.06 to 0.05 ± 0.01 (p = 0.007) (Figure 288 

1B). This demonstrated that higher temperatures were increasing conformational mobility of the 289 

peptide and facilitating chemical modifications that change the peptide mass and result in a dilution of 290 

the initially-released peptide. 291 

 The reduction time was then assessed by comparing the 18 hrs 70°C static reduction with a 6 hrs 292 

23°C reduction that incorporated stirring at medium speed (Figure 1D). The reduction with stirring, 293 

shorter incubation time, and lower incubation temperature yielded an increase in the number of unique 294 

peptides from 2060 ± 50 to 2830 ± 70 (p = 4 x 10-4), compared to samples that were held static for 18 hrs 295 

at 70°C. This suggests that shorter durations of reduction at room temperature are beneficial for 296 

proteome coverage and maximizing useful peptides for GVP analysis.  297 

 298 

3.2 Trypsin Time-Course 299 

 The second parameter to be optimized was the time required for trypsin proteolysis. The initial 300 

condition was for three days with one 1:50 addition each day. A time-course experiment was conducted, 301 

where a single 1:50 addition of reductively methylated trypsin (RMT) was made to 4 mg of hair for one 302 

subject of European ancestry and one subject of African ancestry. Digestion was stopped by freezing at 303 

either 1, 3, 6, or 24 hrs. Figure 2 demonstrates the effect digestion had on the number of unique 304 

peptides and the number of genetically variant peptides (GVPs) detected. After 6 hrs of digestion, both 305 

European and African hair values reached a plateau. However, the African hair samples yielded fewer 306 
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unique peptides (2590 ± 10 compared to 2890 ± 50, p = 0.01) and fewer GVPs (38 ± 1 compared to 46 ± 307 

3, p = 0.02) compared to the European samples at 6 hrs of digestion. This difference is primarily due to 308 

the concentration of reducing agent, as mentioned in the next section. The data suggested that there 309 

was no advantage in longer incubation times beyond the 6 hr digestion period. Likewise, there were no 310 

advantages in terms of time of digestion for the detection of proteins of interest such as keratin 311 

associated proteins (KAPs) (Figure S2A). 312 

 313 

3.3 Concentration of Reducing Agent 314 

 Hair shafts have high levels of disulfide bonds that result in extensive protein-to-protein cross-315 

linking and subsequent tissue rigidity and robustness. This makes disulfide bonds an attractive target for 316 

opening up the keratin matrix to increase access to internal biomolecules in a way that avoids harsh 317 

chemistries. Accordingly, a European and an African hair sample were reduced using DTE concentrations 318 

of 25 mM, 50 mM, 75 mM, and 100 mM in biological triplicates (Figure 3, S3, & Table S4). After trypsin 319 

digestion and proteomic mass spectrometry, resulting datasets were analyzed for protein coverage 320 

(Figure 3A, Table S4). Higher levels of DTE increased coverage of detected proteins. At 100 mM DTE, 321 

protein coverage improved to the point that 37 of the 427 proteins had 100% coverage and 76 proteins 322 

had 50% or more coverage, compared to that at 25 mM DTE, which had 6 of the 656 proteins at 100% 323 

coverage and 53 proteins with over 50% coverage. The initial processing conditions for hair processing 324 

used 50 mM reductant [22-24], and at this level only 8 of 475 proteins had full coverage and 50 had 50% 325 

coverage or greater.  326 

Part of the increase in protein coverage can be attributed to an increased number of identified 327 

KAPs in both the European and African hair samples (Figure S2B). This diverse family of small proteins 328 

can contain up to 36% of their amino acids as cysteine [37]. In terms of KAPs, the African hair increased 329 

from 8 ± 1 to 38 ± 2 (p = 7 x 10-4) and the European hair increased from 31 ± 3 to 47 ± 2 (p = 0.009) going 330 
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from 25 to 100 mM DTE. There was also an increase in the number of detected KAPs for the European 331 

sample after reducing time and temperature during reduction and also reducing digestion time (Figure 332 

3B). The numbers of KAPs detected were similar between the modified method (M+100) and a 333 

previously reported urea-based method (P+100). 47 KAPs were detected using the reduction-optimized 334 

method and 48 KAPs were detected using the urea-based method for the European sample, and 38 335 

versus 36 KAPs for the African sample. This increase was not observed for the African hair sample until 336 

modifying the concentrations of reducing agent. 337 

With higher levels of reductant, access to the relaxed keratin matrix facilitates the release of 338 

genetically variant peptides from other proteins (Figure 3C). The African hair increased in GVP number 339 

from 50 ± 1 to 70 ± 8 (p = 0.02) and the European hair increased from 66 ± 2 to 83 ± 4 (p = 0.01) going 340 

from 25 to 100 mM DTE. Some GVPs were identified more frequently in non-KAP proteins when using 341 

higher concentrations of reducing agent such as those derived from SNPs rs9916724, rs9916484, and 342 

rs9916475 in KRT37. Both groups yielded the most GVPs at 100 mM DTE, which was taken as the 343 

optimum for subsequent analysis. 344 

 345 

3.4 Comparing the Finalized and Original Chemistries 346 

 A comparison was made between the original processing chemistry and the optimized 347 

processing chemistry for 2 cm of reference hair from six subjects (Figures 4 and 5). Three subjects were 348 

of African ancestry and three subjects were of European ancestry. All subjects had three replicates for 349 

each condition (original and optimized) that were separately digested and analyzed. The resulting 350 

profiles of detected GVPs, as illustrated in the insert for Figure 4 (Gene, rsID, SAP and sequence), gave 351 

inferred profile of non-synonymous SNP alleles that were directly compared with whole exome 352 

sequencing from the same individuals. Four performance outcomes for each inference (TP, true positive, 353 

blue; FP, false positive, red; TN, true negative, white; FN, false negative, green) were indicated for each 354 
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broad protein class in hair shafts, keratins, KAPs and other proteins. The rate (%) of each outcome is 355 

indicated. The most noticeable improvement in true positive inference is the detection of GVPs in KAPs. 356 

The intractable hair sample was especially lacking in this protein class with only 1 GVP identified, a clear 357 

outlier. Because of this we did not include results from this sample in overall comparisons outlined 358 

below. This is primarily due to an overall loss in KAPs from family 4, 5, and 9 (Table S5). Overall 359 

sensitivity of the analysis (TP/(TP+FN)) improved 3-fold from 11% to 34%, without altering instrumental 360 

parameters. The improved sensitivity was attributed mostly to GVPs in KAPs, increasing from 0 to 49. 361 

However, more GVPs were identified and detected in all protein categories, indicating that cleavage of 362 

disulfide bonds resulted in opening up the keratin matrix and increased overall protein digestion and 363 

release of peptides from the matrix. The total identified GVPs increased from 45 to 127 for the 364 

optimized processing method (Figure 4 & S4). The false positive rate (TP/(TP+FP)) did not change with 365 

the use of optimized chemistry. 366 

  Results indicate that the optimized processing method outperformed the original processing 367 

method except with an intractable hair sample from one subject (A1) (Figure 5). Optimization of 368 

processing increased the number of unique peptides 1.7-fold from 1590 ± 160 to 2700 ± 230 (p = 5 x 10-369 

13) (Figure 5A). The average number of genetically variant peptides detected increased 3.7-fold from 20 370 

± 5 to 73 ± 5 (p = 1 x 10-13) after optimization (Figure 5B). RMP increased from a maximum of 1 in 1400 371 

and a median value of 1 in 24 for the original processing method to up to 1 in 620 million from a single 372 

hair with a median value of 1 in 1.1 million after chemical processing optimization (p = 4 x 10-7) (Figure 373 

5C). Likewise, median RMPs for the African samples increased from 1 in 5.1 x 101 to 1 in 1.5 x 108, and 374 

European samples increased from 1 in 1.3 x 101 to 1 in 2.2 x 103. While the numbers of unique peptides 375 

and GVPs were similar between the European and African subjects, calculated RMPs were higher (1.5 x 376 

108 vs 2.2 x 103) in African subjects due to the differences in the genotype frequency of inferred loci in 377 

each reference population. 378 
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 RMPs calculated using genotype frequencies from different reference populations (1000 379 

Genomes Project) were compared using a likelihood ratio (LR) defined as the RMP calculated from the 380 

African population divided by the RMP calculated from the European population (LR = Pr(GVP 381 

profile|AFR) / Pr(GVP profile|EUR)) (Figure 5D). With optimization and increased GVP detection, the 382 

likelihood ratio for European samples decreased by 0.94 ± 0.39 orders of magnitude (p = 1 x 10-4), while 383 

the African samples increased by 3.90 ± 0.32 orders of magnitude (p = 5 x 10-4). The GVP profiles from 384 

African subjects were therefore considerably less frequent in European populations than in African ones 385 

and vice versa. Final likelihood ratio estimates averaged 4.1 ± 0.6 orders of magnitude for the two 386 

tractable African samples, and negative 2.7 ± 1.3 orders of magnitude (average ± standard deviation, of 387 

log transformed values) for the European samples (p = 0.008, using log transformed values) a difference 388 

of 6.8 orders of magnitude. These effects reflect differences in the structure of the respective reference 389 

populations. The use of LR values for ancestral characterization may be further explored with a larger 390 

cohort of Europeans and African samples. 391 

 392 

3.5 Newly Discovered Genetically Variant Peptides 393 

In summary, using the discovery protocols described in the Methods section, a total of 125 non-394 

synonymous SNP loci were discovered and 152 GVPs were confirmed proteomically and subsequently 395 

validated by direct comparison with DNA sequenced genotypes (Tables S1, S6, and S7). To make these 396 

discoveries, the GVP Scout spreadsheet was used and the peptides filtered for uniqueness. Non-397 

synonymous SNP loci were identified in the genes, described in more detail in Tables S6 and S2. Of the 398 

125 SNPs, 59 have not been reported in other forensic proteomic literature. Of these 59, six are in KRT 399 

genes and 19 are in KRTAP genes. Of particular interest are common SNPs that have a global minor allele 400 

frequency above 0.30 (rs58001094, rs2037912, rs4818950, rs2074285, rs688906, rs537301040, 401 

rs9897031, and rs238239). These loci are expected to be observed as heterozygote genotypes more 402 
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frequently resulting in higher discriminatory power. A comprehensive description of the chemical and 403 

genetic properties of all GVPs used in this study is included in the Supplemental section (Tables S1 and 404 

S7). 405 

 406 

4. Discussion 407 

  408 

Forensically-applicable proteomic genotyping requires sample workflows to be developed that 409 

are sensitive enough to extract the necessary genetic information from the minimum of material, in this 410 

case a fraction of a single hair shaft. This development project optimized the sensitivity of hair 411 

proteomic genotyping by focusing on two factors: milder chemical conditions and sulfur chemistry. The 412 

milder conditions were assisted by the use of sodium dodecanoate that is strongly amphipathic and an 413 

effective denaturant, while also being relatively easy to remove through brief acidification and organic 414 

extraction [38]. Mild chemistries, such as lower temperatures and shorter incubation times, decreased 415 

the soluble fraction after digestion and yet increased the number of unique peptides, most likely due to 416 

the reduced level of post-digestion peptide modification. The modification that best illustrates this is 417 

deamidation (Figure 1B), but other modifications would also be present (data not shown). Therefore, an 418 

increase in solubilization of hair protein did not necessarily equate to better proteomic data. The overall 419 

result of using mild processing chemistries is an improvement in digestion efficiency that increased the 420 

number of unique peptides, genetically variant peptides (GVPs), and resulting random match 421 

probabilities (RMPs) from human hair. The data from 2 cm of a hair shaft is now equivalent in yield to 422 

that previously obtained from 4 mg [39] or even 10 mg [13] of hair tested. The focus on mild chemistries 423 

has the additional benefit of reduced processing times, that are currently only 14 hours.  424 

Hair has distinctively high levels of disulfide chemistry and so higher levels of reductant allowed 425 

the keratin matrix to open up further to promote hair protein proteolysis and release keratin-associated 426 
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and other proteins for subsequent analysis. To optimize detection, a target peptide needs to have a 427 

maximal concentration in a sample and have minimal modifications so that signal was focused into a 428 

single mass. This requires a balance between the release of a peptide into the sample from the keratin 429 

matrix with a reduction in subsequent down-stream chemistries that will change the mass of the 430 

peptide through chemical modification, or miscleavage [40]. The chemistry required to maximize the 431 

release of target peptides from the keratin matrix also acts to modify the peptides and spread the signal 432 

across a range of masses resulting in a lower yield of unique peptides and GVPs with a single mass [26, 433 

41]. This project shifts the balance point between these two opposing factors by using high levels of 434 

reductant, as much as 100 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), and a strong detergent that opens up the keratin 435 

matrix releasing proteins and peptides without resorting to harsher chemistries. The evidence of this is 436 

the increased presence of keratin associated proteins (KAPs) in the samples, along with their GVPs 437 

(Figure 3 & 4). Increased levels of reductant have previously been shown to be critical to releasing KAPs 438 

in wool and textiles [20, 42].  439 

Earlier reports on forensic proteomics that focused on hair shaft protein used high amounts of 440 

hair, 4 or 10 mg (Table S8), since they were focused on either basic science questions, such as protein 441 

profiles, or discovery of genetically variant peptides for proteomic genotyping [13, 39, 43]. Naturally, 442 

development of a forensically useful hair proteomic protocol would focus on a method that required 443 

only a fraction of a single hair shaft that would be the limit of material obtained through casework [44-444 

47]. This study has been an open part of this process [48-51]. Over that time period other single hair 445 

methods for proteomics and proteomic genotyping have also been reported, and like this study also 446 

demonstrate high levels of protein detection and/or discrimination with 1 mm to 20 or 25 mm of a 447 

single hair shaft [44-46, 52, 53]. Some of the chemistry in this project is similar to that reported, but not 448 

fully documented, by other protocols [44].  449 
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Other hair processing protocols take different approaches. At one extreme a recently published 450 

method using heavily alkaline conditions was used to quickly extract around 50% of hair shaft protein 451 

[54]. These harsh conditions resulted in poor protein and peptide yields, and presumably would result in 452 

chemical degradation within the hair. One of the most widely used protocols, the Shindai method, uses 453 

2.6 M thiourea, 5 M urea and 5% beta-mercaptoethanol at high temperatures (50˚C) for 24 to 72h at pH 454 

8.5 [54-56]. This and related commonly used methods using 8 M urea have the advantage of not relying 455 

on detergent that can be difficult to remove prior to mass spectrometry [42, 45, 47, 56, 57]. These often 456 

resulted in similar levels of protein and peptide yields [47]. Other research groups remove detergent and 457 

desalt using in-gel digestion that has the advantage of further denaturing protein and increasing 458 

fractionation [42, 53]. However, in-gel digestion protocols result in sample loss since they do not use 459 

insoluble material that are a potentially rich source of proteomic material and are time and resource 460 

intensive [39]. The chemistry employed in the initial GVP-demonstration paper used urea and a mass 461 

spectrometry-compatible surfactant, along with 100 mM DTT [13]. We did not pursue development of 462 

this method, although it also achieves rich proteomic datasets for large quantities of hair, because of the 463 

chemical fragility and milder amphipathic character of the acid-labile surfactant [58].  464 

There are still some chemistries that may be incorporated into hair sample processing. We find 465 

that 15-20% of hair mass is left insoluble after digestion. We hypothesize that this is due to covalent 466 

linkages that would not change when solubilizing in SDS instead of ABC (data not shown) [15]. 467 

Improvements in the protocol may focus on stronger detergents, combined use of urea and thio-urea as 468 

used in the Shindai method. Other buffers, detergents, enzymes, and alkylating agents could still be 469 

tested to further optimize proteomic processing. Further optimization of the timing and combination of 470 

the steps employed in this project is still possible. 471 

Intractable hair samples in our hands comprised about 3% of both African or European samples 472 

(data not shown). About 50% of intractable hair samples have undergone hair-straightening treatment. 473 
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In our analysis of intractable hair, many methods were tested to aid in solubilization. Sonication, high 474 

temperatures, freeze-thawing, organic extraction, and increasing the concentration of DTT were all 475 

tested, without success. Intractable hair samples were slightly more digested using the original 476 

processing method compared to the optimized method. However, intractable hair samples still yield less 477 

than 20% of the unique peptides and unique GVPs compared to normal hair samples. The major 478 

proteomic difference between normal and intractable hair samples is that they lack peptides from KAPs 479 

that are high in cysteine content (Table S5). More effort will be invested in future research to diagnose 480 

and mitigate the problems seen with intractable hair samples. 481 

Proteomic datasets should ideally be equivalent in terms of protein, unique peptide, and GVP 482 

number between different biogeographic groups, color, and age. Datasets differing in these 483 

characteristics may yield a systematic bias in the GVP profiles and in resulting statistical analyses 484 

between these groups. For instance, the original processing method had on average 1.4x more GVPs in 485 

the European cohort than in the African cohort. This may indicate that certain groups would hold higher 486 

evidentiary value of proteomic data. Present research, aiming to reduce statistical bias between a 487 

European and African cohort, has decreased the difference in GVP number down to 1.1x between 488 

Europeans and Africans. However, RMP calculations will still benefit from the variety and intrinsic 489 

distribution of SNPs in the African population that result from its deeper evolutionary history [29].  490 

Future research for the study of genetically variant peptides in human hair may well involve 491 

targeted proteomics, ancestral classification, automation in sample processing, scouting and 492 

identification of novel GVPs, and developing a genotyping kit for confirmed and validated GVPs. 493 

However, the method proposed here is a significant advance and demonstrates a three-fold increase in 494 

sensitivity of GVP detection and a three orders of magnitude increase in RMP. This foundation, in 495 

addition to being a resource for the field, also allows us now to investigate other areas of development 496 

necessary for implementation as a forensic tool. These include investigating different casework 497 
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scenarios that would affect data yields or introduce statistical bias into the analysis [43, 59]. Our 498 

improvements also provide a foundation for further refinement of downstream mass spectrometry data 499 

acquisition and bioinformatics processing protocols.  500 

5. Conclusion 501 

In forensic science it is essential to maximize the extraction of the target biological material. An 502 

effective use of human hair in forensic proteomics requires sensitive and efficient sample processing 503 

protocols that can be used on a single hair shaft. Maximization of peptide production and minimization 504 

of additional chemistries is required to increase the detection of informative peptides. Harsher 505 

chemistries are especially problematic because they chemically modify peptides and further dilute the 506 

mass signatures. In this research, we combine milder digestion conditions with an increase in reductive 507 

compounds, up to 100 mM DTT, to cleave the high levels of disulfide bonds and open up the keratin and 508 

keratin-associated protein matrix. This approach should also work for those investigating other 509 

chemically fragile biomolecules in the hair shaft, such as mitochondrial DNA and chemically labile small 510 

molecules. This optimized method produces more unique peptides, genetically variant peptides, and 511 

more discriminatory random match probabilities, particularly through the release of keratin-associated 512 

proteins. Random match probability has also improved to 1 in > 600 million for a single hair. The method 513 

outlined here produces a similar number of genetically variant peptides between European and African 514 

hair digests, and significantly improves the evidentiary value of 2 cm of hair.  515 
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Figures 694 

 695 

 696 
Figure 1. Effect of temperature and time during disulfide reduction. Hair samples (4 mg) from European 697 
(green) and African (red) subjects. A) % Protein (w/w) remaining insoluble after digestion of samples 698 
reduced at room temperature using the original processing method or at 70°C. B) Deamidation ratio 699 
(number of deamidations divided by the total number of peptides) as a function of incubation 700 
temperature. Conditions are the same as Figure 1A. C) The numbers of unique peptides from the original 701 
processing method. D) Numbers of unique peptides compiled from the original processing method 702 
(70°C/18H) or at 23°C for 6 hrs (23°C/6H). 703 

 704 

 705 
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Figure 2. Time course of hair protein digestion. Production of unique peptides (A) and unique 706 
GVPs (B) after a single 1:50 (enzyme:protein) addition of trypsin in samples from European 707 
(green-dashed line) and African (red-full line) subjects.  708 

 709 

 710 
Figure 3. Concentration of reducing agent using 4mg of hair. A) Protein coverage from an 711 
African sample with different concentrations of reducing agent. Blue represents 25 mM DTE, 712 
orange represents 50 mM DTE, grey represents 75 mM DTE, and purple represents 100 mM 713 
DTE. Proteins are ranked based on coverage and only 100 proteins of the highest coverage are 714 
included. See Table S4 for more details. B) A heatmap of keratin associated proteins comparing 715 
a subject of European (E) and African (A) ancestry. White denotes no protein detected and red 716 
indicates a high level of protein detected (over 100 peptides). The abbreviation “O” indicates 717 
original method while “M” indicates use of the optimized method, “+50” and “+100” indicate 718 
using 50 mM and 100 mM DTE, respectively. The abbreviation “P+100” indicates a method of 719 
hair processing described by Parker et al [13] where Protease-Max and urea were used. C) 720 
Unique GVPs detected in samples from a subject of European (green) and African (red) 721 
ancestries processed using the optimized processing method. 722 

 723 
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 724 
Figure 4. GVP matrix comparing original and optimized processing methods from single hairs. 725 
This matrix represents GVPs that have been verified via whole exome sequencing. As indicated 726 
by the zoomed-in insert in the top right corner, each row is a variant peptide. Each column is an 727 
accumulated GVP profile from three replicates. Orig, original processing method; Opt, optimized 728 
processing method; E, three European subjects; A, three African subjects; TP, true positive; FN, 729 
false negative; FP, false negative; TN, true negative; FPR, false positive rate. See figure S4 for 730 
more details. 731 

 732 
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 733 
Figure 5. Results from single hairs. Comparisons of original (salmon) and optimized (purple) 734 
methods of hair processing are shown. A) Numbers of unique peptides; B) Numbers of GVPs; C) 735 
Random match probabilities; D) Likelihood ratios from three subjects of European (E) ancestry 736 
and three subjects of African (A) ancestry. 737 

 738 

 739 
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 741 
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 743 
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 750 
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Supplemental Results 753 

 754 

Optimization of processing chemistry 755 

 As discussed previously, agitation with stirring at room temperature improved proteomic 756 

results. However, other types of agitation are possible and need to be compared to ensure appropriate 757 

optimization with multiple physical factors in chemical processing. Experiments were conducted 758 

comparing the insoluble pellets of digested material after stirring, mixing, and static conditions, as 759 

illustrated in Figures S1A and S1C. Stirring and static conditions at room temperature were first 760 

compared to assess solubilization of hair mass among three biogeographic backgrounds (Figure S1A). 761 

Results indicate that improved solubilization occurred for two of the three biogeographic groups with 762 

shorter periods of reduction with stirring at room temperature, although results are only statistically 763 

significant for the African cohort. The insoluble pellet decreased for the East Asian sample from 28% ± 764 

7% to 15% ± 5% (p = 0.21), European samples maintained the level of insolubility from 22% ± 8% to 21% 765 

± 3% (p = 0.43), and African samples decreased from 37% ± 3% to 29% ± 4% (p = 0.002). However, 766 

conducting the reduction step with shaking agitation, where LoBind tubes were put directly in a 767 

thermomixer, did not produce more solubilization compared with that of static conditions (Figure S1C). 768 

Among three subjects at three different temperatures, shaking produced an insoluble pellet of 48% ± 9% 769 

of the hair mass compared to 22% ± 6% at static conditions (p = 9 x 10-12). Heating during reduction also 770 

resulted in more solubilization of hair shaft protein for the African subject, decreasing the insoluble 771 

pellet from 46% ± 3% to 33% ± 2% going from 23°C to 70°C (p = 0.03, Figure S1B). However, the 772 

European subject had a higher mass of insoluble pellet when heated during reduction, going from 18% ± 773 

2% to 29% ± 4% (p = 0.01). For three subjects, heating at 70°C compared to 37°C during reduction 774 

without shaking decreased the insoluble pellet from 24% ± 7% to 17% ± 5% (p = 0.09) and with shaking 775 
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from 58% ± 5% to 38% ± 5% (p = 9 x 10-4), Figure S1C). Therefore, agitation with stirring at room 776 

temperature during reduction, alkylation, and digestion improved the yield of proteomic information. 777 

 The concentration of reducing agent was paramount in improving protein coverage, keratin 778 

associated protein (KAP) detection, and GVP detection (Figures S2B and Table S4). Hair shaft material (4 779 

mg) was processed using 25-100mM dithioerythritol (DTE). The reducing agent was later switched to 780 

dithiothreitol (DTT), a chemical with similar reducing properties and more water solubility, in the fully 781 

optimized protocol to ensure no precipitation of reagents during alkylation. KAPs increased for the 782 

European subject from 31 ± 3 to 47 ± 2 (p = 0.009) and for the African subject from 8 ± 1 to 38 ± 2 (p = 8 783 

x 10-4) going from 25mM DTE to 100mM (Figure S2B). While the number of KAPs after optimization is 784 

not fully equivalent between the two biogeographic populations, the gap is smaller (9 versus 23) and 785 

may be due to natural biological differences. Other proteins that were represented by increased release 786 

of genetically variant peptides, due to an increase in reducing agent, include KRT31, KRT37, KRT39, 787 

KRT82, KRT83, KRT84, and S100A3 (Figure S3). 788 

Longer digestion times for any protein matrix, regardless of chemical stability, may lead to semi-789 

tryptic and non-tryptic peptides due to minor contributions from the inherent low chymotrypsin-like 790 

activity of trypsin. However, shorter digestion times may lead to reduced cleavage. This issue was 791 

mitigated with 2 additions of the enzyme. A comparison of one and two additions of trypsin at a 792 

concentration of 0.02% of the total protein present was conducted (Figure S1D), where the degree of 793 

digestion was measured from the fraction of protein in the insoluble pellet (i.e. tryptic core) after 794 

centrifugation. In the experiment, one addition of RMT (1:50) was made at T = 0. Four hair digests were 795 

stirred for 6 hrs and four more were stirred for 3 hrs before a second addition of 1:50 RMT. Results 796 

indicated that the mass of the insoluble pellet was 13% lower (from 33% ± 3% to 20% ± 4%, p = 0.06) for 797 

European digests and 4% lower (from 34% ± 4% to 30% ± 2%, p = 0.36) for African digests for samples 798 

digested with two rounds of RMT. Therefore, two additions of trypsin over a 6 hrs period of digestion 799 
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were selected for subsequent experiments. A time-course experiment of trypsin digestion indicated that 800 

the time of digestion does not assist or inhibit KAP detection, going from 10 ± 1 to 15 ± 2 (p = 0.12) for 801 

the European from 1 to 24 hours and from 7 ± 2 to 8 ± 2 (p = 0.10) for the African (Figure S2A). While 802 

KAPs were detected at 1 and 3 hrs of digestion, they were detected at lower levels. 803 

Final optimization parameters involve 6 hrs of reduction at room temperature using 100mM DTT 804 

while stirring, followed by alkylation using 200mM IA in the dark for 45 minutes, and digestion for 6 hrs 805 

at room temperature with two 1:50 additions of trypsin. Total results for genetically variant peptides 806 

detected before and after optimization can be found in Figure S4. GVPs that were not detected in the 807 

original processing method and were detected in the optimized method include all GVPs from proteins 808 

GSTP1, KRT9, KRT32, KRT39, S100A3, VSIG8 and most KAPs.  809 

 810 

Intractable hair samples 811 

Chemically intractable hair is defined as a hair sample that does not swell or break apart after 6 812 

hours of reduction at room temperature using 100 mM DTT. This included the African sample A1 813 

(D1.0007) in Figure 4 and 5. After composing a GVP profile of the six individuals, sample A1 was lacking 814 

all GVPs from the KAP protein class (Figure S4). A visual examination was conducted to compare 815 

proteins that were present and missing in the intractable hair proteome compared to six normal sample 816 

digest proteomes. The most discriminating difference was the lack of KAPs with high sulfur content. 817 

These include KAP family 4, 5, and 9. Average cysteine content for these missing KAPs is 36%, whereas 818 

the average cysteine content for other KAPs that were detected is ~14% [37]. These proteins were either 819 

left in the insoluble pellet due to the failure of the reducing agent to penetrate the hair shaft, these 820 

proteins were not present in the hair shaft, or they were present but were incorporated into a covalent 821 

matrix of isopeptide bonds. 822 
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Attempts to mitigate intractability of hair samples included preparatory chemistries to break 823 

apart the structure of the hair before reduction. Treatment of hair with sonication before and after 824 

reduction, lipid extraction with organics such as methanol and hexane, freeze-thawing with dry ice and 825 

acetone, and reduction with high concentrations of DTT (500 mM) were all conducted on three 826 

intractable hair samples. Results for the higher DTT concentration can be found in Table S8, and other 827 

results are not shown. Only one condition showed visual improvement on hair solubilization for one hair 828 

sample, that is incubation in methanol overnight before processing. This condition did not show 829 

improvement on any other intractable hair samples. The use of heating is avoided here to avoid 830 

potential modifications altering peptide chemistry. 831 

 832 

Alternative chemistries 833 

 Four alternative hair processing chemistries were performed to compare metadata with the 834 

optimized processing method (Table S8). The urea-based method developed by Parker et al [13] was 835 

replicated at UC Davis. This method uses 10 mg of hair shaft, about 100x the mass of a single hair, and 836 

yielded a large number of unique peptides (3990 ± 679 versus 2571 ± 318, p = 0.03) and GVPs (89 ± 5 837 

versus 63 ± 8, p = 0.01) compared to the optimized chemistry. The second and third chemistries tested 838 

were two modified versions of the urea-based method, using stirring and different durations of 839 

incubation. These produced fewer unique and genetically variant peptides compared to the optimized 840 

protocol. Unique peptides were 1937 ± 44 and 2036 ± 98 and GVPs were 42 ± 3 and 36 ± 4 for the 841 

modified urea-based chemistries, whereas unique peptides were 2571 ± 318 and GVPs were 63 ± 8 for 842 

the optimized chemistry. The final chemistry tested brought the concentration of reducing agent up to 843 

500 mM DTT to attempt to remedy the intractable hair samples. This strategy did not succeed, with only 844 

503 ± 79 unique peptides and 10 ± 2 GVPs. The urea-based method did produce acceptable results for 845 

the intractable hair samples (4937 ± 911 unique peptides and 54 ± 12 GVPs), but this used 10 mg of hair 846 
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versus the 20 mm of hair for the 500 mM DTT samples in order to be consistent with the literature. 847 

Overall, random match probabilities ranged from 1 in 1 to 1 in 27 billion. Not all GVP profiles here have 848 

been validated genetically and therefore these RMP estimates are expected to become more 849 

conservative to account for false positives. 850 

 851 

Identifying and validating GVPs 852 

All GVPs that were detected as a part of this manuscript are reported in Tables S1-S3, S6, and S7. 853 

Table S1 reports genotypes for all identified GVPs for the six subjects used in this manuscript. These 854 

were used to validate detected GVPs. A table was also created to give examples of each GVP that was 855 

detected in the datasets (Table S6). Accumulating mass spectral data of each GVP can further help in 856 

identifying false positive data based on ion ratio and intensities. RSIDs were assembled from the GVP list 857 

provided and searched for in whole exome sequencing data. A comprehensive list of putative GVPs was 858 

compiled using Ensembl Biomart (Table S2). GVPs were included if they reside within genes from a 859 

compiled proteome, were above a global MAF of 0.5%, and were classified as missense SNPs. The list is 860 

theoretical and has not gone through additional filters, such as uniqueness of sequence or mass shift 861 

confirmation. Validated GVPs which have undergone filtering at both the mass spectral level and genetic 862 

level are listed in Table S7. This list provides basic chemical information on each GVP, such as sequence, 863 

precursor mass, charge state, and mass shifts as well as genetic information such as genotype frequency 864 

for different biogeographic populations. The final list that is included is a directory of all samples cited in 865 

this manuscript, with corresponding information such as protein and csv file name, raw file name, where 866 

they are found in the paper, and what conditions were used to process each sample (Table S3). This 867 

table can be used to help navigate file downloads from proteomeXchange (PDX016155).  868 

 869 

 870 
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Supplemental Figures 871 
 872 
Table S1. Genotypes for GVP-associated SNPs from whole exome sequencing. Each box represents a 873 
genotype, and only genotypes of interest are included. D1 series donors are of African ancestry, and U1 874 
series donors are of European ancestry. D1.0007, A1; D1.0017, A2; D1.0020, A3; U1.0001, E1, U1.0003, 875 
E2; U1.0005, E3.  876 
 877 
Table S2. Putative GVPs obtained from the human hair proteome. Putative GVPs from common hair 878 
proteins of at least 0.5% MAF that have been characterized and annotated in Ensembl. Not all of these 879 
GVP-containing peptides have been identified or confirmed proteomically.  880 
 881 
Table S3. Sample master list. This table includes all samples that were mentioned in this research. All 882 
samples used for this manuscript were compiled and uploaded to proteome exchange (PDX016155) and 883 
are available online.  884 
 885 

 886 
Figure S1. Processing efficiency. Shown are the % w/w of the original hair mass in insoluble pellets after 887 
trypsin digestion, based in reaction with ninhydrin reagent. A) Introducing agitation during reduction. 888 
Blue, stirred for 6 hrs; orange, held static for 18 hrs. B) Hair samples were processed using the optimized 889 
method (70°C/72H), heated at 70°C for 18 hrs with 6 hrs of digestion (70°C/6H), or processed at room 890 
temperature while stirring for 6 hrs along with 6 hrs of digestion (23°C/6H). Green, subject of European 891 
ancestry; red, subject of African ancestry. C) Effects of temperature and agitation combined. Solid lines, 892 
no agitation during disulfide reduction; dashed lines, mixing in a thermomixer during reduction. Teal 893 
lines, subject of East Asian ancestry; red lines, subject of European ancestry; grey lines, subject of 894 
European ancestry. D) Number of trypsin additions. One addition of 1:50 trypsin:protein was made at 895 
the 0 hr mark and another addition was made at the 3 hr mark for the samples with 2 additions. Dashed 896 
lines, 2-additions; green lines, European subject; red lines, African subject.  897 
 898 
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 899 
Figure S2. Number of KAPs identified as a function of digestion time and DTE concentration. Each data 900 
point represents an individual sample and not an aliquot from the same sample. 4mg of hair was 901 
processed. The dashed green line represents a European subject, and the solid red line represents an 902 
African subject. Samples were processed using the optimized processing method described in the 903 
methods section. A) A single addition of trypsin was made at 0 hrs, and samples were frozen at 3, 6, and 904 
24 hrs. B) 25, 50, 75, and 100 mM of DTE was added to African and European hair.  905 
 906 
Figure S3. Detailed GVP matrix for varying concentrations of reducing agent. This figure provides the 907 
data supporting figure 3. The matrix represents genetically variant peptides that have been verified via 908 
whole exome sequencing. Blue indicates a true positive result, green indicates a false negative result, 909 
white indicates a true negative result, and red indicates a false positive result. All columns are individual 910 
samples, and all GVP rows are included in this matrix with corresponding information included. 911 
Concentrations of DTE ranged from 25 – 100 mM. SAP, single amino acid polymorphism; RSID, reference 912 
SNP number; nuc, nucleotide.  913 
 914 
Table S4. Detailed protein coverage information for varying concentrations of reducing agent. Protein 915 
name and protein coverage, which was corrected for unlikely peptides, were plotted and sorted by 916 
protein coverage for each sample. The first replicate of three was chosen to represent each reduction 917 
concentration. The sample is from one African donor. 918 
 919 
 920 
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 921 
Table S5. KAPs missing from intractable hair digests. Proteomes were compared between normal 922 
sample digests and intractable sample digests. Unique peptides from the listed proteins were not 923 
present in the intractable hair sample and are typically present in all other hair digests using the 924 
optimized processing protocol. 925 
 926 
Figure S4. Detailed GVP matrix comparing original and optimized processing methods for a single hair. 927 
This figure provides data for figure 4. The matrix represents genetically variant peptides that have been 928 
verified via whole exome sequencing. Blue indicates a true positive result, green indicates a false 929 
negative result, white indicates a true negative result, and red indicates a false positive result. All 930 
columns are individual samples and all GVP rows are included in this matrix with corresponding 931 
information included. E represents the European cohort, A represents the African cohort, and B 932 
represents two blank samples with trypsin added.  933 
 934 
Table S6. Samples that contain examples of validated GVPs. GVPs found in this report have been 935 
validated through whole exome sequencing. GVPs that are not included in this list and are included in 936 
the detailed GVP matrix have been validated in other work not shown here. GVPs may be found in 937 
samples other than those indicated.  938 
 939 
Table S7. Validated GVP masses and modifications. This table lists tryptic GVPs with corresponding 940 
genotypic frequencies, masses, charge state, and chemical modifications that have been discovered in 941 
all samples for this report. Red text indicates the location of the GVP, with lower-case lettering 942 
representing the minor allele, and capital lettering representing the major allele. Green text indicates 943 
that the variant SAP of interest is an R or K and that the tryptic sequence which is observed is from the 944 
downstream peptide after cleavage at the R or K of interest. GN, gene; rs#, reference SNP number; SAP, 945 
single amino acid polymorphism; gf, genotypic frequency; M+H, precursor mass; Z=, charge.  946 
 947 
 948 
 949 
 950 
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 951 
Table S8. Proteomic metadata for alternative processing chemistries. 28 samples were run for three 952 
experiments to compare urea-based methods, single hair methods, and methods to address intractable 953 
hair samples. Random match probabilities ranged from 1 in 1 to 1 in 27 billion. Not all GVP profiles have 954 
been validated genetically. 955 
 956 
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Gene Name SAP RSID Nuc 25mM 50mM 75mM 100mM

ACAA1 V294A rs2229528 T
ACAA1 V294A rs2229528 C
ALDH2 E504K rs671 G
ALDH2 E504K rs671 A
ATP5A1 A32S rs79011243 C
ATP5A1 A32S rs79011243 A
BLMH I443V rs1050565 C
BLMH I443V rs1050565 T
CSRP1 K108I rs3738283 A
CSRP1 K108I rs3738283 T
DSC3 K180Q rs35296997 T
DSC3 K180Q rs35296997 G
DSP N1526K rs28763966 C
DSP N1526K rs28763966 A
DSP R1537C rs28763967 C
DSP R1537C rs28763967 T
DSP R1738Q rs6929069 A
DSP R1738Q rs6929069 G
DYNC2H1 K1413R rs688906 G
DYNC2H1 K1413R rs688906 A
EFHD1 K90R rs11550699 A
EFHD1 K90R rs11550699 G
EIF2S2 E177D rs17856024 C
EIF2S2 E177D rs17856024 A
ENO3 V85A rs238239 C
ENO3 V85A rs238239 T
FLG T725I rs3120655 G
FLG A1167G rs58001094 G
FLG A1167G rs58001094 C
GIPC1 T238S rs45458894 G
GIPC1 T238S rs45458894 C
GPNMB P324L rs35363287 C
GPNMB P324L rs35363287 T
GSDMA R18Q rs3894194 A
GSDMA R18Q rs3894194 G
GSDMA T314N rs56030650 A
GSDMA T314N rs56030650 C
GSDMA V128L rs7212938 G
GSDMA V128L rs7212938 T
GSTP1 A114V rs1138272 C
GSTP1 A114V rs1138272 T
GSTP1 I105V rs1695 A
GSTP1 I105V rs1695 G
HEXB I207V rs10805890 A
HEXB I207V rs10805890 G
HEXB I420V rs77499935 A
HEXB I420V rs77499935 G
IL1F10 T44I rs6761276 C
IL1F10 T44I rs6761276 T
JUP R142H rs41283425 C
JUP R142H rs41283425 T
JUP V648I rs143043662 C
JUP V648I rs143043662 T
KPRP C413S rs4329520 T
KPRP C413S rs4329520 A
KRT1 A454S rs17678945 A
KRT1 A454S rs17678945 C
KRT2 G219D rs638043 C
KRT2 G219D rs638043 T
KRT2 S101G rs2634041 T
KRT2 S101G rs2634041 C
KRT6A T552S rs11540301 C
KRT9 C406R rs77688767 A
KRT9 C406R rs77688767 G
KRT13 T298A rs4796697 C
KRT13 T298A rs4796697 T
KRT16 T306A rs112891689 T
KRT16 T306A rs112891689 C
KRT18 I159V rs59979366 A
KRT18 I159V rs59979366 G
KRT31 A82V rs6503627 A
KRT32 S222Y rs2071561 T
KRT32 R280H rs72830046 C

100mM
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KRT32 R280H rs72830046 T
KRT32 T339M rs16966929 A
KRT32 T395M rs2071563 G
KRT32 T395M rs2071563 A
KRT32 N402S rs2604955 T
KRT32 N402S rs2604955 C
KRT32 P427T rs2604953 G
KRT32 P427T rs2604953 T
KRT32 D371E rs2604956 C
KRT32 Q72R rs3744786 T
KRT32 Q72R rs3744786 C
KRT32 I171T rs2071560 A
KRT32 I171T rs2071560 G
KRT32 A255T rs146792525 C
KRT32 A255T rs146792525 T
KRT33A A270V rs12937519 A
KRT34 I238T rs2239710 G
KRT34 H348R rs2071599 A
KRT34 R334W rs61740668 G
KRT34 R334W rs61740668 A
KRT35 S36P rs743686 A
KRT35 S36P rs743686 G
KRT35 R163W rs138303882 A
KRT35 R163W rs138303882 G
KRT35 C441Y rs12451652 C
KRT35 C441Y rs12451652 T
KRT35 P413A rs2071601 C
KRT35 P413A rs2071601 G
KRT36 A202G rs75790652 G
KRT36 A202G rs75790652 C
KRT36 N357T rs11657323 T
KRT36 N357T rs11657323 G
KRT36 R277C rs9904102 G
KRT36 R277C rs9904102 A
KRT37 G13C rs9910204 A
KRT37 G13C rs9910204 C
KRT37 N39S rs9916724 C
KRT37 N39S rs9916724 A
KRT37 T72A rs9916484 T
KRT37 T72A rs9916484 C
KRT37 S73C rs9916475 T
KRT37 S73C rs9916475 A
KRT38 S423P rs897416 A
KRT38 S423P rs897416 G
KRT39 T341M rs17843021 G
KRT39 T341M rs17843021 A
KRT39 S86N rs142154718 C
KRT39 S86N rs142154718 T
KRT39 R456Q rs7213256 C
KRT39 R456Q rs7213256 T
KRT39 L383M rs17843023 G
KRT39 L383M rs17843023 T
KRT40 C349R rs150812789 A
KRT40 C349R rs150812789 G
KRT40 R235H rs2010027 C
KRT40 R235H rs2010027 T
KRT40 R108H rs140634473 C
KRT40 R108H s140634473 T
KRT40 S406L rs16968862 G
KRT40 S406L rs16968862 A
KRT40 C265Y rs721957 C
KRT40 C265Y rs721957 T
KRT75 E242G rs2232393 A
KRT75 E242G rs2232393 G
KRT81 G52R rs2071588 G
KRT81 R248L rs6580873 A
KRT82 T458M rs2658658 A
KRT82 T458M rs2658658 G
KRT82 E452D rs1732263 C
KRT82 E452D rs1732263 G
KRT82 E219Q rs1791634 C
KRT82 E219Q rs1791634 G
KRT83 I279M rs2852464 C
KRT83 I279M rs2852464 G
KRT83 H493Y rs2857671 G
KRT83 H493Y rs2857671 A
KRT83 R149C rs2857663 G
KRT83 R149C rs2857663 A



KRT84 C446R RS951773 A
KRT84 C446R RS951773 G
KRT85 R78H rs61630004 C
KRT85 R78H rs61630004 T
KRTAP1-1 P12R rs150218495 G
KRTAP1-1 P12R rs150218495 C
KRTAP1-1 C14F rs138200823 C
KRTAP1-3 G82R rs62622849 T
KRTAP1-5 T32S rs148449559 C
KRTAP1-5 T32S rs148449559 G
KRTAP1-5 C35Y rs62623375 C
KRTAP1-5 C35Y rs62623375 T
KRTAP1-5 T52A rs138758776 T
KRTAP1-5 T52A rs138758776 C
KRTAP3-2 S8G rs9897046 T
KRTAP3-2 R27C rs3829598 G
KRTAP3-2 R27C rs3829598 A
KRTAP3-2 I46T rs3813050 A
KRTAP4-1 A134T rs398825 T
KRTAP4-1 A134T rs398825 C
KRTAP4-2 T59S rs62067292 G
KRTAP4-2 T59S rs62067292 C
KRTAP4-2 Y95C rs389784 T
KRTAP4-2 Y95C rs389784 C
KRTAP4-3 P152S rs428371 G
KRTAP4-3 P152S rs428371 A
KRTAP4-4 R154S rs366700 C
KRTAP4-4 R154S rs366700 G
KRTAP4-4 Y25C rs385055 T
KRTAP4-4 C35S rs444509 A
KRTAP4-4 C35S rs444509 T
KRTAP4-4 Q109R rs75030409 T
KRTAP4-4 Q109R rs75030409 C
KRTAP4-5 R22C rs1497383 A
KRTAP4-6 P63S rs73983172 G
KRTAP4-7 S16G rs11655310 G
KRTAP4-7 D18V rs383835 A
KRTAP4-8 T183S rs201814486 G
KRTAP4-8 T183S rs201814486 C
KRTAP4-8 G7S rs138296121 C
KRTAP4-8 G7S rs138296121 T
KRTAP4-9 D18V rs113059833 A
KRTAP4-9 D18V rs113059833 T
KRTAP4-11 R17Q rs9897031 C
KRTAP4-11 R17Q rs9897031 T
KRTAP4-11 R26H rs113376601 C
KRTAP9-2 S56C rs9902235 C
KRTAP9-2 S56C rs9902235 G
KRTAP9-2 C149R rs146532415 T
KRTAP9-2 C149R rs146532415 C
KRTAP9-4 S146Y rs2191379 A
KRTAP9-4 S146Y rs2191379 C
KRTAP9-6 Y86C rs12938692 A
KRTAP9-6 Y86C rs12938692 G
KRTAP9-6 Y145C rs576405629 A
KRTAP9-6 Y145C rs576405629 G
KRTAP9-6 C146R rs537301040 T
KRTAP9-6 C146R rs537301040 C
KRTAP9-6 C51Y rs12938374 G
KRTAP9-6 C51Y rs12938374 A
KRTAP9-9 T25S rs150962386 C
KRTAP9-9 T25S rs150962386 G
KRTAP10-5 R268P rs464391 C
KRTAP10-5 R268P rs464391 G
KRTAP10-6 S300P rs465279 A
KRTAP10-8 H26R rs411254 A
KRTAP10-8 H26R rs411254 G
KRTAP10-9 C257R rs9980129 T
KRTAP10-9 C257R rs9980129 C
KRTAP10-10 V158M rs4818950 G
KRTAP10-10 V158M rs4818950 A
KRTAP10-10 V206I rs7280841 G
KRTAP10-10 V206I rs7280841 A
KRTAP10-12 C236Y rs61745911 G
KRTAP10-12 C236Y rs61745911 A
KRTAP10-12 G226S rs34302939 G
KRTAP10-12 G226S rs34302939 A



KRTAP11-1 R72Q rs71321355 C
KRTAP11-1 R72Q rs71321355 T
KRTAP11-1 C111S rs9636845 A
KRTAP11-1 C111S rs9636845 T
KRTAP13-2 S74R rs3804010 G
KRTAP13-2 S74R rs3804010 C
KRTAP16-1 P340R rs2074285 C
KRTAP16-1 P340R rs2074285 G
LAMP1 I309T rs9577230 T
LAMP1 I309T rs9577230 C
LRRC15 V270L rs13060627 C
LRRC15 V270L rs13060627 T
LRRC15 P286L rs13070515 A
LRRC15 P286L rs13070515 G
LGALS3 R183K rs10148371 G
LGALS3 R183K rs10148371 A
LGALS3 Q201H rs11125 A
LGALS3 Q201H rs11125 T
NEU2 S11R rs2233384 C
NEU2 S11R rs2233384 A
NEU2 R41Q rs2233385 G
NEU2 R41Q rs2233385 A
NEU2 A145T rs2233390 G
NEU2 A145T rs2233390 A
NEU2 H168N rs2233391 A
NEU2 H168N rs2233391 C
PGLYRP2 R394Q rs34440547 C
PGLYRP2 R394Q rs34440547 T
PKP1 R684W rs61818256 C
PKP1 R684W rs61818256 T
PKP1 R116H rs34626929 G
PKP1 R116H rs34626929 A
PKP1 A442V rs10920171 C
PKP1 A442V rs10920171 T
PLB1 V167L rs6753929 G
PLB1 V167L rs6753929 C
PLCD1 R257H rs933135 C
PLCD1 R257H rs933135 T
PLEC A1885T rs201070741 C
PLEC A1885T rs201070741 T
PLEC R1386Q rs11136334 C
PLEC R1386Q rs11136334 T
PPL Q1573E rs2037912 C
PPL Q1573E rs2037912 G
PPL R1457Q rs143676756 C
PPL R1457Q rs143676756 T
S100A3 L62V rs116208483 G
S100A3 R3K rs36022742 C
S100A3 R3K rs36022742 T
S100A3 H87Q rs41265164 G
S100A3 H87Q rs41265164 T
SERPINB3 R279P rs61748838 C
SERPINB3 R279P rs61748838 G
SERPINB5 I319V rs1455555 A
SERPINB5 I319V rs1455555 G
SERPINB5 S176P rs2289519 T
SYNGR2 A28S rs142608913 G
SYNGR2 A28S rs142608913 T
TACSTD2 D216E rs14008 G
TACSTD2 D216E rs14008 T
TCHH L63R rs2515663 A
TCHH L63R rs2515663 C
TGM3 T13K rs214803 A
TGM3 T13K rs214803 C
TGM3 S249N rs214814 G
TGM3 S249N rs214814 A
TRIM29 S91C rs1670195 G
VSIG8 V47I rs62624468 C
VSIG8 V47I rs62624468 T



Gene Name SAP RSID Nuc
ACAA1 V294A rs2229528 T
ACAA1 V294A rs2229528 C
ALDH2 E504K rs671 G
ALDH2 E504K rs671 A
ATP5A1 A32S rs79011243 C
ATP5A1 A32S rs79011243 A
BLMH I443V rs1050565 C
BLMH I443V rs1050565 T
CSRP1 K108I rs3738283 A
CSRP1 K108I rs3738283 T
DSC3 K180Q rs35296997 T
DSC3 K180Q rs35296997 G
DSP N1526K rs28763966 C
DSP N1526K rs28763966 A
DSP R1537C rs28763967 C
DSP R1537C rs28763967 T
DSP R1738Q rs6929069 A
DSP R1738Q rs6929069 G
DYNC2H1 K1413R rs688906 G
DYNC2H1 K1413R rs688906 A
EFHD1 K90R rs11550699 A
EFHD1 K90R rs11550699 G
EIF2S2 E177D rs17856024 C
EIF2S2 E177D rs17856024 A
ENO3 V85A rs238239 C
ENO3 V85A rs238239 T
FLG T725I rs3120655 G
FLG A1167G rs58001094 G
FLG A1167G rs58001094 C
GIPC1 T238S rs45458894 G
GIPC1 T238S rs45458894 C
GPNMB P324L rs35363287 C
GPNMB P324L rs35363287 T
GSDMA R18Q rs3894194 A
GSDMA R18Q rs3894194 G
GSDMA T314N rs56030650 A
GSDMA T314N rs56030650 C
GSDMA V128L rs7212938 G
GSDMA V128L rs7212938 T
GSTP1 A114V rs1138272 C
GSTP1 A114V rs1138272 T
GSTP1 I105V rs1695 A
GSTP1 I105V rs1695 G
HEXB I207V rs10805890 A
HEXB I207V rs10805890 G
HEXB I420V rs77499935 A
HEXB I420V rs77499935 G
IL1F10 T44I rs6761276 C
IL1F10 T44I rs6761276 T
JUP R142H rs41283425 C
JUP R142H rs41283425 T
JUP V648I rs143043662 C
JUP V648I rs143043662 T
Keratinocyte proline rich proteinC413S rs4329520 T
Keratinocyte proline rich proteinC413S rs4329520 A
KRT1 A454S rs17678945 A
KRT1 A454S rs17678945 C
KRT2 G219D rs638043 C
KRT2 G219D rs638043 T
KRT2 S101G rs2634041 T
KRT2 S101G rs2634041 C
KRT6A T552S rs11540301 C
KRT9 C406R rs77688767 A
KRT9 C406R rs77688767 G
KRT13 T298A rs4796697 C
KRT13 T298A rs4796697 T
KRT16 T306A rs112891689 T
KRT16 T306A rs112891689 C
KRT18 I159V rs59979366 A
KRT18 I159V rs59979366 G
KRT31 A82V rs6503627 A
KRT32 S222Y rs2071561 T
KRT32 R280H rs72830046 C
KRT32 R280H rs72830046 T
KRT32 T339M rs16966929 A
KRT32 T395M rs2071563 G
KRT32 T395M rs2071563 A
KRT32 N402S rs2604955 T
KRT32 N402S rs2604955 C
KRT32 P427T rs2604953 G
KRT32 P427T rs2604953 T
KRT32 D371E rs2604956 C
KRT32 Q72R rs3744786 T
KRT32 Q72R rs3744786 C
KRT32 I171T rs2071560 T
KRT32 I171T rs2071560 C
KRT32 A255T rs146792525 C
KRT32 A255T rs146792525 T
KRT33A A270V rs12937519 A
KRT34 I238T rs2239710 T
KRT34 H348R rs2071599 A
KRT34 R334W rs61740668 G
KRT34 R334W rs61740668 A
KRT35 S36P rs743686 A
KRT35 S36P rs743686 G
KRT35 R163W rs138303882 A
KRT35 R163W rs138303882 G

A3 B

Original Processing Method Optimized Processing Method
B E1 E2 E3 A1 A2E1 E2 E3 A1 A2 A3
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KRT35 C441Y rs12451652 C
KRT35 C441Y rs12451652 T
KRT35 P413A rs2071601 C
KRT35 P413A rs2071601 G
KRT36 A202G rs75790652 G
KRT36 A202G rs75790652 C
KRT36 N357T rs11657323 T
KRT36 N357T rs11657323 G
KRT36 R277C rs9904102 G
KRT36 R277C rs9904102 A
KRT37 G13C rs9910204 A
KRT37 G13C rs9910204 C
KRT37 N39S rs9916724 C
KRT37 N39S rs9916724 A
KRT37 T72A rs9916484 T
KRT37 T72A rs9916484 C
KRT37 S73C rs9916475 T
KRT37 S73C rs9916475 A
KRT38 S423P rs897416 A
KRT38 S423P rs897416 G
KRT39 T341M rs17843021 G
KRT39 T341M rs17843021 A
KRT39 S86N rs142154718 C
KRT39 S86N rs142154718 T
KRT39 R456Q rs7213256 C
KRT39 R456Q rs7213256 T
KRT39 L383M rs17843023 G
KRT39 L383M rs17843023 T
KRT40 C349R rs150812789 A
KRT40 C349R rs150812789 G
KRT40 R235H rs2010027 C
KRT40 R235H rs2010027 T
KRT40 R108H rs140634473 C
KRT40 R108H s140634473 T
KRT40 S406L rs16968862 G
KRT40 S406L rs16968862 A
KRT40 C265Y rs721957 C
KRT40 C265Y rs721957 T
KRT75 E242G rs2232393 A
KRT75 E242G rs2232393 G
KRT81 G52R rs2071588 G
KRT81 R248L rs6580873 A
KRT82 T458M rs2658658 A
KRT82 T458M rs2658658 G
KRT82 E452D rs1732263 C
KRT82 E452D rs1732263 G
KRT82 E219Q rs1791634 C
KRT82 E219Q rs1791634 G
KRT83 I279M rs2852464 C
KRT83 I279M rs2852464 G
KRT83 H493Y rs2857671 G
KRT83 H493Y rs2857671 A
KRT83 R149C rs2857663 G
KRT83 R149C rs2857663 A
KRT84 C446R RS951773 A
KRT84 C446R RS951773 G
KRT85 R78H rs61630004 C
KRT85 R78H rs61630004 T
KRTAP1-1 P12R rs150218495 G
KRTAP1-1 P12R rs150218495 C
KRTAP1-1 C14F rs138200823 C
KRTAP1-3 G82R rs62622849 T
KRTAP1-5 T32S rs148449559 C
KRTAP1-5 T32S rs148449559 G
KRTAP1-5 C35Y rs62623375 C
KRTAP1-5 C35Y rs62623375 T
KRTAP1-5 T52A rs138758776 T
KRTAP1-5 T52A rs138758776 C
KRTAP3-2 S8G rs9897046 T
KRTAP3-2 R27C rs3829598 G
KRTAP3-2 R27C rs3829598 A
KRTAP3-2 I46T rs3813050 A
KRTAP4-1 A134T rs398825 T
KRTAP4-1 A134T rs398825 C
KRTAP4-2 T59S rs62067292 G
KRTAP4-2 T59S rs62067292 C
KRTAP4-2 Y95C rs389784 T
KRTAP4-2 Y95C rs389784 C
KRTAP4-3 P152S rs428371 G
KRTAP4-3 P152S rs428371 A
KRTAP4-4 R154S rs366700 C
KRTAP4-4 R154S rs366700 G
KRTAP4-4 Y25C rs385055 T
KRTAP4-4 C35S rs444509 A
KRTAP4-4 C35S rs444509 T
KRTAP4-4 Q109R rs75030409 T
KRTAP4-4 Q109R rs75030409 C
KRTAP4-5 R22C rs1497383 A
KRTAP4-6 P63S rs73983172 G
KRTAP4-7 S16G rs11655310 G
KRTAP4-7 D18V rs383835 A
KRTAP4-8 T183S rs201814486 G
KRTAP4-8 T183S rs201814486 C
KRTAP4-8 G7S rs138296121 C
KRTAP4-8 G7S rs138296121 T
KRTAP4-9 D18V rs113059833 A
KRTAP4-9 D18V rs113059833 T
KRTAP4-11 R17Q rs9897031 C
KRTAP4-11 R17Q rs9897031 T
KRTAP4-11 R26H rs113376601 C
KRTAP9-2 S56C rs9902235 C



KRTAP9-2 S56C rs9902235 G
KRTAP9-2 C149R rs146532415 T
KRTAP9-2 C149R rs146532415 C
KRTAP9-4 S146Y rs2191379 A
KRTAP9-4 S146Y rs2191379 C
KRTAP9-6 Y86C rs12938692 A
KRTAP9-6 Y86C rs12938692 G
KRTAP9-6 Y145C rs576405629 A
KRTAP9-6 Y145C rs576405629 G
KRTAP9-6 C146R rs537301040 T
KRTAP9-6 C146R rs537301040 C
KRTAP9-6 C51Y rs12938374 G
KRTAP9-6 C51Y rs12938374 A
KRTAP9-9 T25S rs150962386 C
KRTAP9-9 T25S rs150962386 G
KRTAP10-5 R268P rs464391 C
KRTAP10-5 R268P rs464391 G
KRTAP10-6 S300P rs465279 A
KRTAP10-8 H26R rs411254 A
KRTAP10-8 H26R rs411254 G
KRTAP10-9 C257R rs9980129 T
KRTAP10-9 C257R rs9980129 C
KRTAP10-10 V158M rs4818950 G
KRTAP10-10 V158M rs4818950 A
KRTAP10-10 V206I rs7280841 G
KRTAP10-10 V206I rs7280841 A
KRTAP10-12 C236Y rs61745911 G
KRTAP10-12 C236Y rs61745911 A
KRTAP10-12 G226S rs34302939 G
KRTAP10-12 G226S rs34302939 A
KRTAP11-1 R72Q rs71321355 C
KRTAP11-1 R72Q rs71321355 T
KRTAP11-1 C111S rs9636845 A
KRTAP11-1 C111S rs9636845 T
KRTAP13-2 S74R rs3804010 G
KRTAP13-2 S74R rs3804010 C
KRTAP16-1 P340R rs2074285 C
KRTAP16-1 P340R rs2074285 G
LAMP1 I309T rs9577230 T
LAMP1 I309T rs9577230 C
LRRC15 V270L rs13060627 C
LRRC15 V270L rs13060627 T
LRRC15 P286L rs13070515 A
LRRC15 P286L rs13070515 G
LGALS3 R183K rs10148371 G
LGALS3 R183K rs10148371 A
LGALS3 Q201H rs11125 A
LGALS3 Q201H rs11125 T
NEU2 S11R rs2233384 C
NEU2 S11R rs2233384 A
NEU2 R41Q rs2233385 G
NEU2 R41Q rs2233385 A
NEU2 A145T rs2233390 G
NEU2 A145T rs2233390 A
NEU2 H168N rs2233391 A
NEU2 H168N rs2233391 C
PGLYRP2 R394Q rs34440547 C
PGLYRP2 R394Q rs34440547 T
PKP1 R684W rs61818256 C
PKP1 R684W rs61818256 T
PKP1 R116H rs34626929 G
PKP1 R116H rs34626929 A
PKP1 A442V rs10920171 C
PKP1 A442V rs10920171 T
PLB1 V167L rs6753929 G
PLB1 V167L rs6753929 C
PLCD1 R257H rs933135 C
PLCD1 R257H rs933135 T
PLEC A1885T rs201070741 C
PLEC A1885T rs201070741 T
PLEC R1386Q rs11136334 C
PLEC R1386Q rs11136334 T
PPL Q1573E rs2037912 C
PPL Q1573E rs2037912 G
PPL R1457Q rs143676756 C
PPL R1457Q rs143676756 T
S100A3 L62V rs116208483 G
S100A3 R3K rs36022742 C
S100A3 R3K rs36022742 T
S100A3 H87Q rs41265164 G
S100A3 H87Q rs41265164 T
SERPINB3 R279P rs61748838 C
SERPINB3 R279P rs61748838 G
SERPINB5 I319V rs1455555 A
SERPINB5 I319V rs1455555 G
SERPINB5 S176P rs2289519 T
SYNGR2 A28S rs142608913 G
SYNGR2 A28S rs142608913 T
TACSTD2 D216E rs14008 G
TACSTD2 D216E rs14008 T
TCHH L63R rs2515663 A
TCHH L63R rs2515663 C
TGM3 T13K rs214803 A
TGM3 T13K rs214803 C
TGM3 S249N rs214814 G
TGM3 S249N rs214814 A
TRIM29 S91C rs1670195 G
VSIG8 V47I rs62624468 C
VSIG8 V47I rs62624468 T




